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These readers have been written using a strictly controlled 
vocabulary. Text uses only decodable regular words 
(according to the week by week progression of Letters and 
Sounds) along with ‘common exception words’. Common 
exception words are frequently used words that are not 
decodable at this phase.

Teachers

Point and say 
the common
exception 

words.

Letter Sounds

Common Exception Words

Phase 2

the

is

no

I

to

his

onto

pull

of

Phase 3

there

are

he

we

here

she

you

my

me

Phase 4

out

what

said

so

have

something

come

some

little

do

about

Phase 5

today

want

hour

treehouse

mouse

Phase 5.5

fast

asks
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“Sid, the sun is out today! There are no clouds 
about. Let’s hop on the boat. I want to see 
what is down that bend in the river,” said Pip.
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Sid and Pip hop on. Sid sits in his seat. He is the 
scout. Pip steers the boat. The boat is quick. 
The river sprays onto the boat. It is so fast. 
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“How about we pull up here on the river 
bank,” said Sid. “Good. We can stay for an 
hour here,” said Pip.
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“Yuck! There are big cobwebs here,” said Sid. 
“Look! I have spied something. I have found a 
treehouse,” said Pip. Pip points up high in the 
trees. 
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Pip shivers. “I feel a chill,” she said. “Keep out 
of here, I say!” something cried. Sid and Pip 
jump with fright. “What did we just hear?” asks 
Pip. Sid shrugs. “Can you at least repeat that?” 
said Pip. “I say, keep out of here!” it cried.
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“Come on out then!” cried Sid. A little mouse 
creeps out of the treehouse. “If I may, this is 
my house and my beach. Keep out!” he said.
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“Can we stay and play on the beach, just for 
an hour?” asks Pip. “What do you have for 
me, then?” said the mouse. “A pie and some 
fried fish,” said Sid. “Perfect, that is a treat for 
a mouse. You can stay, just for an hour,” grins 
the mouse. 
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Stay for an Hour
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Phase Five - Fiction
1. Stay for an Hour
2. A Royal Birth Right
3. Sam and the Hawk
4. Elephant Play
5. Draw What We See
6. Race Against Time
7. Chilled to the Bone
8. The Temple of the Sun
9. A Mammoth Mudslide
10. Tab’s First Prize
11. The Dolphin Alphabet
12. The Lava Tunnel
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